How FlameTree may assist you
Life stressors such as work, money, emotions and limiting
beliefs effect everyone differently, but one thing is for
certain — these unhealthy bio-electric signals and cues
can have a negative charge and a negative impact on your
health.
Certified FlameTree Healers are skilled at not only assisting
you to identify priority unhealthy bio-electric signals and
cues, but neutralising and releasing them. Based on the
‘Stem cell and biofield hypothesis’, this has the potential
to assist healing by inducing healthy bio-electric signals
and cues similar to how your cells induce natural ‘healing
currents’ that occur in response to cellular injury.*

Call a Certified FlameTree
Healer NOW!
A Certified FlameTree Healer may assist you to escape the
adverse cycle of illness, poor health and self-limitations
via restoring your health and limitless potential, so that
you may resume Being your optimal self and rediscover
your life of purpose.
Live optimally, live purposefully.
Make your reservation by contacting the following
Certified FlameTree Healer:

Through the FlameTree effect, you may restore your
innate ability to heal yourself by returning to a ‘stem
cell-like state’. This is where you may regain Being in
alignment, synergy, authenticity and synergism so that
you may resume Being your optimal self and achieve your
unique purpose in life.

Stuck or trapped in a
life full of stress?

FlameTree may deliver this signature outcome, which
is not only the desired outcome of FlameTree, but of all
ROAs (including pro∙m∙emo and UEFT).

Living below your
optimal potential?

* Liboff, A 2004, ‘Toward an electromagnetic paradigm for biology and
medicine’, The Journal of Alternative and Complementary Medicine, vol.
10, no, 1, pp. 41–47.

Feel your life’s purpose
has not been reached?

www.theflametreesystem.com

A Certified FlameTree
Healer may help you!

You have
limitless potential!

The ‘Stem cell and
biofield hypothesis’

The effects of biofields on
your cells and your health

FlameTree: the personal development & healing system is
the signature Rhett Ogston Application (ROA). FlameTree
is a state-of-the-art, bio-energetic, personal development
and healing system. Certified FlameTree Healers locate,
neutralise and release unhealthy bio-electric signals and
cues (such as limiting beliefs and emotions). Through
the FlameTree effect, this may result in an environment
for healthy bio-electric signals and cues, and also for a
healthy biofield and the subsequent healthy expression of
the bio-electric code.

A stem cell is a special type of cell that has the unique
property of being able to become any type of cell in the
body. It is influenced by the type of bio-electric signals and
cues it receives, whether they are healthy or unhealthy
bio-electric signals and cues.*

The biofield is an overarching descriptor for the
electromagnetic, bio-photonic and other types of spatially
distributed fields that all living systems generate and
respond to as integral aspects of cellular, tissue and whole
organism self-regulation and organisation.

I will use the analogy that ‘you’ are the ‘stem cell’, and
like a stem cell, you have a limitless potential of becoming
anything in the world, which will be influenced by the type
of bio-electric signals and cues you receive.

Those who have experienced the FlameTree effect
describe it as assisting them to resolve issues, such as
fears and limitations, enabling them to progress into a
life of inspiration, good health, happiness, tranquillity,
calmness and inner peace.

You need to recall here that you started life from two cells
(sperm and ovum), and are now an organism of over 100
trillion cells, which were organised and influenced by bioelectric signals and cues, as stated in the ‘Stem cell and
biofield hypothesis’:

It is now accepted and acknowledged by research scientists
that a biofield surrounds all living cells, which includes
‘you’. An exciting scientific discovery is that unhealthy and
dis-eased cells have the potential to become healthy stem
cells again when exposed to a healthy biofield.*

In FlameTree, these personal experiences are seen as
an individual regaining Being in alignment, synergy,
authenticity and synergism, resuming Being their optimal
self and achieving their unique purpose in life. Reaching
this state becomes a self-sustaining healthy bio-electric
signal and cue that feeds our limitless potential! Hence
the ROA motto of ‘Live optimally, live purposefully’.

A healthy stem cell (bio-electric code) has a healthy
biofield, and a healthy biofield will generate a healthy
cell (bio-electric code).

FlameTree may achieve these outcomes by integrating the
strengths of many disciplines such as quantum physics,
science, human biology, Western medicine, spiritual
principles, yoga, the energy dynamics of acupuncture,
philosophy and understanding of traditional Chinese
medicine, Reiki, Ayurvedic medicine, consciousness,
psychology, neuro-linguistic programming, BodyTalk, the
clinical findings of applied kinesiology and life coaching.
In order to understand the FlameTree effect, let’s introduce
you to a special cell called a stem cell, the biofield, and the
‘Stem cell and biofield hypothesis’.

When we upscale this hypothesis to you, then it is easy to
understand that:
A healthy individual (made up of many stem cells and
cells) has a healthy biofield, and a healthy biofield will
generate a healthy individual.

* Levin, M with Tseng, A 2013, ‘Cracking the bioelectric code: Probing
endogenous ionic controls of pattern formation’, Communicative &
Integrative Biology, (6:1, e22595; January/February).

The implications of this are mind-blowing when you
consider that we are all made up of cells! It should then
make sense to you that if you are faced with dis-ease, it
may be possible to return to a state of ease (health) when
exposed to a healthy biofield.
A healthy biofield may be achieved when you are
immersed in healthy bio-electric signals and cues. This
is where Certified FlameTree Healers may assist you! By
locating, neutralising and releasing unhealthy bio-electric
signals and cues, they allow the FlameTree effect to
create an environment for you to self-generate healthy
bio-electric signals and cues.

* Tu, S 2013, ‘Cancer: a “stem-cell” disease’, Cancer Cell Int, 13: 40.

